Bringing sustainable, high quality food to more people.
At the Ferme d'ORée, we are always looking for ways to get our sustainable, high quality meat to more
people. Not only do we need to grow to make our business truly sustainable (fixed costs and all...), but
we also want to give more people the opportunity to opt out of the conventional food system.
Unfortunately, it has not been easy to reach out to people and to find convenient delivery locations.
Most people have never heard of us and convenience matters more to people than one can imagine.
While some of you are willing to drive quite a long way to pick up your order, many more people would
be interested if they did not have to travel. Many Montrealers have no car.
Our farm is already growing thanks to you. Most of our new clients have been referred by other clients.
And for that we thank you!
Now, we have been playing with a somewhat crazy idea to expand and solidify our community: we want
to offer you the possibility to become a Ferme d'ORée host.
As a Ferme d'ORée host, you let us use your driveway as a delivery point and you use your social
network to spread the word about the Ferme d'ORée. The drop-off is similar to the one at Atwater.
There is no administration involved: clients still order through our website and pay us cash or cheque on
delivery.
Deliveries will take place on the second Sunday of every month. We will make a schedule as soon as we
can. We like you to be there, especially in the beginning, but this is not absolutely required.
We do want hosts to spread the word as well, so besides home-delivery for their own orders, they will
receive an end-of-year gift voucher for 5% of the total orders on the host's driveway if orders for the
year exceed $10 000. That corresponds to no more than 5 or 6 regular clients. Hosts must commit for a
whole year and we will evaluate after one year if the host location makes sense for everyone.
To make it work, we need a minimum number of hosts. So, for now, we will try out roughly along
highway 10 and in and around Montreal.
So, if you want to become an advocate for local sustainable food and a host for our farm deliveries,
contact us as soon as possible at info@fermedoree.com and we will insert the delivery point on our
website as well. And do not forget to tell all your friends about us!

